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Meditation one : Hands taking on the task of rounding out our forms. Nights to push around our boul-

ders of bliss. Waves of stars dropping from the sky light up our eyes looking no further than into

one another. A pendulum rocking our bodies in and out of warm waters, soon boiling with our

exchanges. We are perforated by our passion. Deconstructing one another in a series of instants in

order to rebuild a composite body of lust, cemented with embraces and exclamations. A night never

giving over to morning, crystallizing between two poles of desire.
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Meditation four : A rock is dropped in the water near the edge of the reservoir. Its surface appears

above the water as the ripples of the current move in and out from the shore. We are able to get our

feet on this rock at the same time. It is a challenge to keep our balance. We are holding on to one

another and the water pushing the rock gently about with our added weight threatens to tip us over. We

work together to balance and stay near the shore, gently pressing against one another at times, and

other times, holding one another at a distance in a slow, rocking dance. We soon see there is a rhythm

that we can keep that will keep us in balance. We begin rocking back in forth in this rhythm, our

bodies pushing in and out, our limbs intertwining. The rhythm begins to add a lightness to the rock.

We can feel it rising. It is begins bobbing up and down with our movements and the gentle waves. We

rock into one another and hold tight as we float off into the deep center of the lake, arms and legs

locked together as we bob along.
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Meditation nine : I can’t see you since you’ve passed over that hill. I know the well you 

are running to, but I don’t know how cold the water is for you.







Meditation ten: The sky has cracked open. There are teeth falling out of the rift. They are chattering

against the clouds. We are left to heat the embers here on earth. You bundle me up like twigs and take

me to the fire. We lie among the coals, stirring in the ashes and playfully puffing at the smoke. I’m not

sure why we haven’t been here before. I can see that you have had other winds to heed to. It has taken

this long to get us here. There will only be enough fumes to get us to the point where we touch hands.

Our foreheads glance off one another. Stars pour out. We are in a dizzying ache of dream. There is no

use for another reality than the one we are building. All others are too contrite. Too ready-made, too

predictable. We are hard-wired to tickle the fire, to let the embers dance and to push us towards

romance.







Time has taken on other dimensions. I could stand here for days as this rain tries to drive me away. The water mounts. I’m back in the lake, burning up in some distant atmosphere.
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